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Observations and assessment of forest carbon dynamics
following disturbance in North America
S. J. G oetz/ B. Bond-Lam berty/ B. E. L a w / J. A. H ick e/ C. H uang/ R. A. H oughton/
S. M cN ulty/ T. O ’H alloran/ M. H arm on/ A. J. H. M eddens/ E. M. P feifer/
D. Mildrexler/® and E. S. Kasischke^
Received 7 A pril 2011; revised 13 February 2012; accepted 22 A pril 2012; published 9 June 2012.

[1] Disturbance processes o f various types substantially modify ecosystem carbon
dynamics both temporally and spatially, and constitute a fundamental part of larger
landscape-level dynamics. Forests typically lose carbon for several years to several decades
following severe disturbance, but our understanding o f the duration and dynamics of
post-disturbance forest carbon fluxes remains limited. Here we capitalize on a recent North
American Carbon Program disturbance synthesis to discuss techniques and future work
needed to better understand carbon dynamics after forest disturbance. Specifically, this
paper addresses three topics: (1) the history, spatial distribution, and characteristics of
different types o f disturbance (in particular fire, insects, and harvest) in North America;
(2) the integrated measurements and experimental designs required to quantify forest
carbon dynamics in the years and decades after disturbance, as presented in a series o f case
studies; and (3) a synthesis of the greatest uncertainties spanning these studies, as well
as the utility of multiple types of observations (independent but mutually constraining data)
in understanding their dynamics. The case studies— in the southeast U.S., central boreal
Canada, U.S. Rocky Mountains, and Pacific Northwest— explore how different
measurements can be used to constrain and understand carbon dynamics in regrowing
forests, with the most important measurements summarized for each disturbance type. We
identify disturbance severity and history as key but highly uncertain factors driving
post-disturbance carbon source-sink dynamics across all disturbance types. We suggest
that imaginative, integrative analyses using multiple lines of evidence, increased
measurement capabilities, shared models and online data sets, and innovative numerical
algorithms hold promise for improved understanding and prediction of carbon dynamics
in disturbance-prone forests.
Citation: Goetz, S. J., et al. (2012), Observations and assessment of forest carbon dynamics following disturbance in North
A m erica,/. Geophys. Res., 117, G02022, doi:10.1029/2011JG001733.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the impaet of elimate and disturbanee type on net eeosystem produetivity (NEP, upper panels) and the timing of peak heterotrophie respiration assoeiated with disturbanee
(Rh,disturbance; lower pauels). Cases inelude (a) whole-stand harvest in a warm elimate, (b), whole-stand
harvest in a eool elimate, and (e) stand-killing fire (leaving many standing dead trees). Integrated Rh,
GPP and Ra (inset) are assumed equal in all eases. Rh assoeiated with the legaey pool (inset, solid line)
and the regrowing forest (inset, dashed line) are also ineluded, and assumed equivalent aeross the three
eases. See Harmon et al. [2011] for a related diseussion.
of trees infeeted) and duration (e.g., the period over whieh
inseet infestation or wind disturbanee oeeurs; at the same
intensity level, longer-duration disturbanees eonsume more
organie matter than do shorter ones). As part of the North
Ameriean Carbon Program (NACP) disturbanee synthesis,
we address some of these proeesses in the eontext of
observations that have been used to quantify types of dis
turbanee and the various faetors affeeting post-disturbanee C
dynamies.
[3 ] The dynamies of earbon and disturbanee—a tempo
rary ehange in environmental eonditions that produees longlived ehanges in eeosystem strueture and funetion—are
tightly linked in many eeosystems. These links, and our
understanding of them, have signifieant eonsequenees: for
estry and land-use emissions of greenhouse gases eonstitute
one of the most important eomponents of national invento
ries of earbon emissions, but have high uneertainties pri
marily assoeiated with disturbanee {McKinley et al., 2011].
More broadly. Pan et al. [2011a] estimates that global
established forests outside the areas of tropieal land-use
ehanges eurrently aeeount for the entire terrestrial C sink
(^2.4 Pg C yr“ ^), with young to middle-aged forests typieally strong sinks. This sequestration eonstitutes and offsets
a substantial fraetion of anthropogenie fossil fuel emissions
\Le Quere et al., 2009]. However, the benefit of the large
amount of atmospherie CO 2 sequestered by natural forest
eeosystems (^4.0 Pg C yr~^) is substantially offset by the C
losses from tropieal deforestation (^2.9 Pg C yr~^) [Pan
et al., 2011a]. This illustrates the tightly linked dynamies
between vegetation sueeession and C uptake, and vegetation
disturbanee and C release.
[4 ] Forests follow many possible trajeetories depending on
the severity and frequeney of disturbanee, the dynamies of
legaey earbon pools, variations in elimate and loeal envi
ronmental eonditions, differenees in vegetation eharaeteristies, and other faetors [Kira and Shidei, 1967]. Classieal

theory, however, generally suggests post-disturbanee forests
spend a short period as net earbon sourees to the atmosphere,
several years to deeades of inereasing net eeosystem produetion (NEP), and then a slow NEP deeline to near earbonneutral in old forests [Odum, 1969]. Sueh behavior is
frequently assumed and hard-wired into some models
[Turner, 2007]. A reeent synthesis of temperate and boreal
forests between 15 and 800 years of age showed that NEP
(eomputed from eddy eovarianee, biometry, and ehamber
methods) is usually positive, however, and that old forests
eontinue to sequester earbon [Luyssaert et a l, 2007], in
eontrast to the view that they are earbon neutral [Keeton
et a l, 2011].
[5 ] There are a number of additional uneertainties. The
time at whieh young forests beeome net earbon sinks again
after stand-replaeing disturbanee remains poorly eonstrained. The average time was 15 years in Luyssaert et al.
[2007], and 5-20 years in Amiro et al. [2010], although the
data sets used by these studies overlap somewhat. The
sequestration rates of intermediate-age and mature forests
also vary substantially [Gower et a l, 1996; Hudiburg et a l,
2009; Mack et a l, 2008; Ryan et a l, 2004]. Finally, the
resilieney of forests to subtle (non-stand-replaeing) dis
turbanees is only beginning to be explored, e.g., in experi
ments aiming to aeeelerate sueeession [Nave et a l, 2011]
and studies exploring links between post-disturbanee stoeks
and subsequent earbon trajeetories [Pfeifer et a l, 2011].
[e] Figure 1 illustrates eoneeptual responses in net eeo
system produetivity assoeiated with a range of seenarios
following disturbanee. These eoneeptual models are based
on inereasing evidenee that no single model applies univer
sally, but rather models must aeeount for disturbanee type,
severity, frequeney, and elimate [Johnstone et u/., 2010; Law
et a l, 2004]. The eases in Figure 1, eaeh of whieh is diseussed in greater depth below, illustrate how the timing and
magnitude of the period of net earbon release ean vary
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Table 1. Abbreviations Used in the Text
Abbreviation

Explanation

NEP
NECB
NPP
GPP
LAI
ORCA
MODIS

Net Ecosystem Production
Net Ecosystem Carbon Balance
Net Primary Production
Gross Primary Production
L eaf A rea Index
Oregon and Northem California
M oderate-Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer
Fleterotrophic respiration
Soil respiration

Rh
Rs

across disturbance types and biotnes. Generally, rapid,
immediate decay leads to a short period where the ecosystem
is a carbon source, followed by a long period of uptake. A
delayed peak in microbial respiration
typically due to
snag fall dynamics [Angers et a l, 2011; Harmon et a l,
2011], may delay the onset of sustained carbon uptake. To
capture the major features of these processes, measurement
systems and sampling protocol must be designed to operate
at a relatively fine temporal scale, especially in the early
years following disturbance. We revisit these conceptual
models later, in evaluating evidence for their behavior across
different systems and disturbance types.
[7 ] A series of questions about the carbon dynamics of
forest disturbance and regrowth inspired this paper and are
of great interest for contemporary carbon cycle scientists.
The questions listed below define the types of measurements
used, and thus relate to a range of research on the carbon
implications of disturbance across North America: (1) What
is the post-disturbanee magnitude of the carbon source ver
sus the sink, at both local and large (all of North America)
scales? (2) How do changes in the rates (frequency, inten
sity) of disturbance interact with forest age structure to affect
successional pathways and carbon flows? (3) What drives
different trajectories of post-disturbanee carbon uptake? (4)
How do the spatial extent and severity of disturbance events
interact, and how do surviving trees affect subsequent suc
cessional trajectories? (5) What are the roles of management
and/or climate in modulating forest response to disturbance?
[s] Here we explore these questions by examining the
distribution of disturbances across North America, present
ing a series of case studies focusing on ecosystem dynamics
and the integrated measurements used to understand them
(following the structure of Figure 1), and synthesizing
crosscutting themes related to the carbon implications of
post-disturbanee forest recovery. We conclude with a dis
cussion of the largest gaps in our understanding of postdisturbanee carbon dynamics, tying these gaps back to the
questions above, and recommendations for future work. We
focus primarily on carbon cycling, particularly NEP and its
main determinants, net primary production (NPP) and Ra.
Abbreviations used in the text are listed in Table 1.
2. H istory and Distribution o f Disturbance Types
Across North Am erica
[9 ] Disturbances have had significant impacts on the his
torical carbon cycle. Millennial (paleo) data document
recurring North American fires and storms throughout the
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Holocene [Camill et a l, 2009; Payette et a l, 2008]. Large
areas were regularly burned by humans [Pyne, 1984;
Whitney, 1994], but North American forests were probably
in rough equilibrium with the atmosphere by 1770-1800
[Birdsey et a l, 2006; Houghton et a l, 2000]. After this date,
emissions from harvest and forest conversion to agriculture
climbed rapidly, peaking in the U.S. at 350-800 Tg yr^^
around the turn of the 20* century [Hurtt et a l, 2002;
Birdsey et a l, 2006; Houghton, 1999]. In the past hundred
years land conversion has slowed but fires remain significant
[Houghton et a l, 2000]. Most recently, between 2000 and
2005, some 18.7 Tg yr^^ of forest carbon were lost to forest
fires in the lower 48 U.S. states, and 14.5-27.8 Tg C yr^^ in
Alaska (Table 2). Such disturbance records and estimates are
valuable, but have significant uncertainty: historically,
wildfires often occurred in remote areas, limiting the ability
of assessment teams to quantify their area and impact
[Kasischke et a l, 2011; Stocks et a l, 2002]. Stand-level
estimates of tree loss were typically recorded as a loss in
volume of the commercially important tree components,
ignoring leaves and belowground components, and the
USDA ceased recording wildfire-caused volume loss in
1990. Most recently, Turetsky et a l [2011] and Kasischke
and Hoy [2012] showed substantial additional losses of
carbon in Alaskan boreal forests from burning of organic
soils in boreal forests, representing 54-70% of carbon lost
during fires (Table 2). For these reasons historical recon
structions often supplement older data with modem-day
measurements and remote sensing data.
[10] The distribution of the dominant types of disturbance
in North America vary as a result of the interacting influ
ences of topography, vegetation, weather pattems, climate
gradients, proximity to human settlement and other factors.
New satellite-based disturbance detection methodologies
[see Frolking et a l, 2009a] have significantly improved our
ability to observe the location, extent, and severity of largescale ecosystem disturbances across continental scales
(Figure 2). These observations show how fire dominates
much of the western boreal ecosystems of Canada, storms
impact the Gulf Coast of the United States, insect damage is
widespread but currently concentrated in western regions,
and harvest prevails in the southeastem U.S. Similar results
have been noted using samples of higher resolution but less
Table 2. Estimates of Historic Gross Carbon (C) Loss From
Wildfire Disturbance®
Year

Lower 48

A laska

1920-29
1930-39
1940-49
1950-59
1960-69
1970-79
1980-89
1990-99
2000-05

128.5
132.5
79.8
29.4
17.2
17.4
25.6
13.4
18.7

3.2
2.7
2.5
6.0
1.8
4.0
2.6
5.8
14.5

A laska (2)

Canada

-

-

-

-

-

-

11.2
7.7
5.9
3.4
9.4
27.8

6.7
13.6
21.0
37.0
42.2
-

“Values in Tg C yr^ . Emission values for Canada are %:om Amiro [2001]
and were not estimated in the same manner as the USDA Forest Service
values for the U.S. [Kasischke et a l, 2011], which depend on converting
commercial volume loss to carbon fluxes. The second “Alaska” column gives
new estimates based on new estimates based on improved understanding of
forest floor losses [Turetsky et a l, 2011] and a new approach for estimating
fuel consumption from aU vegetation classes [Kasischke and Hoy, 2012].
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Figure 2. MODIS Global Disturbance Index (MODI) results from 2005 to 2009 illustrate the geographie
distribution of major eeosystem disturbanee types aeross North Ameriea (based on Mildrexler et al.
[2007]). Moderate severity disturbanee is mapped in orange and represents a 65-100% divergenee of
the eurrent year MODI {Mildrexler et a l, 2009] value from the range of natural variability, defined as
the mean of all MODI values prior to the eurrent year. High severity disturbanee (in red) signals a diver
genee of over 100%.
temporally frequent satellite imagery [Huang et al., 2010;
Masek et al., 2008].
[ii]
These natural and anthropogenie disturbanees internet
aeross the landseape, but natural disturbanees dominate at
high latitudes (Figure 2). An important eharaeteristie of
natural disturbanees is that they may oeeur as a temporal
eluster of different individual events, sueh as prolonged
drought followed by inseet attaek and then fire {Fleming
et al., 2002; Kulakowski and Veblen, 2006], lasting for
multiple years or even deeades. As a result, they ean affeet a
signifieant portion (2-20%) of the entire landseape in a very
short time period, driving forest earbon budgets at deeadal
and longer time seales {Bond-Lamberty et al., 2007; Kurz
et al., 2008a].

3.1. Whole-Stand Harvest in a Warm Climate:
The Southeast U.S.
[13] The southeastem region of the United States has a
vast forestland base, with over 50% of the land area alloeated for forestry use {Wear and Greis, 2002b], and is
thought to be the largest earbon sink aeross the eonterminous
United States [Pacala et al., 2001 ]. It is also a region that has
been, and eontinues to be, subjeet to intensive human man
agement and land-use ehange—e.g., eropland establishment
and eultivation, eropland abandonment, and subsequent
forest regrowth—^with signifieant effeets on landseape ear
bon storage and fluxes [Chen et al., 2006]. These eharaeteristies have speeifie implieations for the measurement
and modeling of the straeture and funetion of Southeastern
forests.
3.1.1. Southeast U.S. Forests, Laud Use,
3. Disturbance Case Studies
aud Disturbauce
[14] Southeast U.S. forests are typieally highly disturbed.
[12] The ease studies and synthesis that follow draw upon
While total forest area has remained relatively stable over
a range of analyses of post-disturbanee earbon dynamies.
the last few deeades, gross forest eover losses due to harvest
We use them to present the integrated measurements and
experimental designs required to quantify forest earbon and other disturbanee events rival those in the Amazon and
other tropieal regions {Hansen et al., 2010]. Annual forest
dynamies in the years and deeades after disturbanee in dif
disturbanee rate was estimated at 2.6% for the southeastern
ferent geographie regions of North Ameriea, and illustrate
U.S. {Masek et a l, 2008], and in Mississippi and Alabama
how investigators have used sueh multiple lines of evidenee
about 40% of the forests were disturbed at least onee
to address the questions listed in seetion 1 above.
4 of 17
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Age (year)

Figure 3. Frequency of different stand ages for Mississippi
forests (C. Huang, unpublished data, 2012). Frequent distur
banee results in an age strueture dominated by young forests
(30 years or younger).
between 1985 and 2005 [Li et a l, 2009a; 2009b]. The
majority of forest disturbanees in this region are humanmanaged events, ineluding harvest and selective logging
[Masek et a l, 2011]. However, signifieant portions of the
forests are also affected by natural disturbanees, ineluding
hurrieanes [Chambers et a l, 2007; Dolan et a l, 2011; Zeng
et a l, 2009], disease and inseet outbreaks, and prescribed
and natural fire [Kasischke et a l, 2011]. The disturbanee
from hurrieanes alone resulted in 1825-2000 losses of 25 Tg
C yr^^ losses from regional forests [Zeng et a l, 2009].
[15] Some forest disturbanees convert land to other uses—
for example, 0.37% of the forestland in the Southeast U.S. is
converted to luban uses on an annual basis [Birdsey and
Lewis, 2003; Loveland et a l, 2002]. Most, however, are
harvests followed by forest regeneration. Owing to favorable
temperature and moisture eonditions, the Southeast U.S. has
some of the fastest-growing forests in North Ameriea; trees
ean grow ^ 1 m yr^^ during their first 20 years, although
sueh high rates often depend on signifieant ferhhzer appheations to counteract the effect of nutrient-poor soils and debris
burning [Thornton et al, 2002]. Signifieant improvements in
growth and yield ean be achieved through use of intensive
management practices, and the region has seen signifieant
increases in the use of intensive management practices over
the last few deeades [Siry, 2002]. By 1997, its share of timber
production reached 58% in the U.S. and 16% globally [Wear
and Greis, 2002a].
[16] High forest disturbanee results in an age strueture
dominated by young forests (Figiue 3) and a strong earbon
sink, although the earbon costs of fertilizer and debris burn
ing costs are rarely considered (as opposed to decomposition
of debris on-site). A signifieant portion of the harvested
biomass is converted to paper or wood products, whieh pro
vides medium to long-term earbon storage [Skog, 2008;
Skog and Nicholson, 1998]. Liu et a l [2004] suggested that
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^10% of the earbon sequestered by forests in the Southem
Plains was in wood products, while Mickler et a l [2004]
noted that the percentage could be higher when the pro
ducts both in use and in landfills were considered. The
lifetime and dynamies of sueh commercial earbon streams
remains poorly constrained.
3.1.2. Historical Disturbance and Carbon Balance
in tbe Sontbeast U.S.
[17] The Southeast U.S. was a net earbon soiuee for much
of the last two eenturies, mainly due to massive forest
clearing and agriculture expansion that oeeurred in the 18*
and 19^ eenturies, and extensive commercial logging during
the 20* eentury [Birdsey et a l, 20061, but has probably been
a net earbon sink since the mid-20 eentury [Chen et a l,
2006]. Forest inventory data revealed that the southeastem
states have seen steady aeeumulation of forest earbon since
the 1950s, with average aeeumulation rates ranging from just
over 1 Tg C yr^^ in Oklahoma to almost 6 Tg C yr^ in
Georgia and Alabama [Mickler et a l, 2004]. Birdsey and
Lewis [2003] estimated that the total earbon aeeumulation
from 1987 to 1997 in forests was over 30 Tg yr^^ in the
Southeast. Based on model assessment at sample locations,
Liu et a l [2004] concluded that the southeastem plains has
been a earbon sink over the last three deeades, absorbing on
average 0.89 Mg C ha^^ y r^ - An analysis of satellitederived NPP during 1982-1998 identified the Southeast
U.S. as one of the areas in North Ameriea experiencing the
greatest increase in NPP, and suggested that management
played a major role driving this ehange [Hicke et a l, 2002].
These estimates differ in time frame, geographie region, and
earbon pools considered, but all point to a reeent, multideeadal earbon sink in the region.
3.1.3. Combining Field and Remote Sensing Data
in Sontbeast U.S. Forests
[18] Reeent progress in mapping forest stmeture using
remote sensing may lead to future improvements in quanti
fying earbon fluxes due to forest disturbanee and regrowth.
Speeifieally, algorithms have been developed to reeonstmet
forest disturbanee history with unprecedented temporal detail
[Huang et a l, 2010, 2009; Kennedy et a l, 2010]. These
algorithms allow wall-to-wall mapping of forest disturbanees
at sub-hectare spatial resolution [Li et a l, 2009a, 2009b]. In
addition, lidar remote sensing allows improved assessment of
forest stmeture and biomass [Goetz and Duhayah, 2011;
Lefsky, 2010; Lefsky et a l, 2005]. Together, these techniques
will complement field inventory data by providing better
spatial and temporal coverage, reducing uneertainty and
improving consistency in earbon modeling. Better data sets
on wood products and soil earbon are also needed, however,
for improved quantification of these earbon pools.
3.2. Wbole-Stand Harvest and Fire in a Cool Climate:
Tbe Pacific Northwest
[19] Wildfire and harvest eonstitute the major disturbanees
in Pacific Northwest forests, in whieh biomass levels are
comparable to those of tropical forests {Hudiburg et a l,
2009]. Production is also high, with total NPP of forests in
Oregon, Washington and Califomia estimated at 109 Tg
C yr^^ [Hudiburg et a l, 2009]. Harvest peaked in the late
1980s, before deelining on public lands following imple
mentation of the Northwest Forest Plan, yet levels are still
relatively high {Masek et a l, 2011]. Signifieant fires also
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occur, interacting with the harvest regime in complex ways
[Thompson et al., 2007].
3.2.1. Modeling Ecosystem Productivity Following
Fire and Harvest
[20 ] In a West Coast regional study focused on the effect
of disturbance and elimate on carbon balances in Oregon and
Northem Califomia (ORCA), Landsat data were used to map
type and year of stand-replacing disturbance (fire versus
harvest). The Biome-BGC model [Thornton et al., 2002]
was calibrated to mean biomass within age classes (young,
mature, old) of a major forest type within ecoregions using
inventory data and Omemik Level III ecoregion delineation
[Law et al., 2006]. Combustion factors for different pools
and bum severities, determined from field studies in the
region [Campbell et al., 2007], were applied following fire,
and post-disturbanee carbon pools determined [Sun et al.,
2004]. Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation was
used to compare Biome-BGC simulated NEP with plot data
at different developmental stages since disturbance.
[21 ] At young, mature and old semi-arid pine flux sites,
the model overestimated the portion of GPP lost through
autotrophic respiration, and thus underestimated NEP, par
ticularly in mature and old stands [Mitchell et a/., 2011]. The
model also predicted a more rapid shift from source to sink
during the early stages of stand development following dis
turbance, with the modeled peak sink strength occurring
^ 2 5 years, compared to the observed peak of 70-100 years
[Law et al., 2003]. The integral of NEP over years also
showed a tendency for simulated accumulation of live mass
to be too rapid during the first 50-100 years [Meigs et al.,
2011]. Thus, the model predicts a pattem similar to the
classic Odum curve, but this does not match observations in
semi-arid temperate forests in the region. In these forests, it
can take years to decades for a successful cohort to establish
after disturbance due to seedling mortality during summer
droughts. Higher rates of water use by young trees can lead
to hydraulic system failure during drought, whereas old trees
are more buffered (stem and canopy water storage, hydraulic
redistribution of soil water by deep roots) [Anderegg et al.,
2012; Brooks et al., 2002; Irvine et al., 2004].
3.2.2. Influence of Multiple Burning Events
and Carbon Storage in Char
[22 ] Landscape history is likely to include multiple dis
turbances that can affect carbon pools, soil processes, and
canopy structure, and recent modeling efforts incorporate
prescription of multiple disturbances [Turner, 2007]. This
requires disturbance history from remote sensing data as far
back in time as possible, with some back-casting or other
extrapolation method [e.g., Balshi et a l, 2007] available to
extend the record throughout the model’s spinup period. The
ORCA project found that reseeding conifers in twice-burned
areas in SW Oregon appeared to have been facilitated by the
mosaic of different fire severities, with five-tree seed sources
retained across much of a rebumed area that had burned
^ 1 7 years earlier [Donato et a l, 2009a]. The two sequential
fires did not lead to a depleted forest community, but rather
to an increase in plant species richness, with little evidence
of species loss. Managers had expected reduced tree species
density, reduced dead pools, and large shrub fields in the
twice-burned areas, assumptions that would have altered
NEP estimates in sequential fires. Natural post-fire conifer
regeneration in this region is often spatially and temporally
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irregular due to varying post-fire environmental conditions.
Hence, there are multiple pathways of structural succession,
and although conceptual models have been applied broadly,
they have not adequately characterized structural succession
following a range of natural disturbances [Donato et a l,
2012 ].

[23 ] A frequently ignored aspect in post-fire carbon bal
ances is the transition of some of the carbon to char, which
contributes to long-term carbon storage and soil productivity
[DeLuca and Aplet, 2008; Kane et a l, 2007]. Conversion of
wood biomass to char by wildland fire can be substantial, in
some cases equivalent to the amount that is completely
consumed [Tinker and Knight, 2000]. Much of it is eventu
ally incorporated into soil, but failure to account for mass
loss due to charring can result in overestimation of down
wood biomass and decomposition. Black carbon generation
on down wood was estimated to be ^300 kg ha^^ in areas
experiencing only one high-severity fire, compared to
^655 kg ha^^ in stands that experienced two successive
fires [Donato et a l, 2009b]. Char data from a range of fires
and forest types could thus help reduce uncertainty in dead
pools, long-term carbon storage, and post-fire decomposi
tion and NEP.
3.2.3. Drivers of Post-Disturbance Carbon Balance
in tbe Pacific Northwest
[24 ] Studies in the Pacific Northwest region indicate that
forests in this region can become a sink about ten years after
stand-replacing disturbance in favorable climates (e.g.,
mesic coastal coniferous forests [Campbell et a l, 2004]) to
20 years in drought-prone forests [Law et a l, 2004]. A car
bon balance study in the semi-arid Metolius ponderosa pine
area of Oregon two years after fire showed that NEP was
significantly lower in severely burned compared with
unbumed stands, with NPP more important than Rh in
determining NEP [Irvine et a l, 2007]. Large trees suffered
only 34% mortality under moderate severity fire and con
tributed up to 91% of postfire bole wood production, and
growth rates of trees that survived the fire were comparable
with their prefire rates. The average stand ratio of NPP to Rh
suggested that more severely burned stands have higher soil
respiration relative to their productivity rates, and are thus
more likely to be sources than sinks of carbon.
[25 ] Harvest removals had the largest impact on net eco
system carbon balance, even though there were record
wildfires during the time period in question. Assuming that
West Coast forests generate merchantable bole wood at rates
of 50-60% of the total wood harvested, and 54% of this
wood remains in use or is in landfills after 20 years (wood
product storage) [Lippke et a l, 2010; Smith et a l, 2006],
harvest still has a larger impact on the carbon budget in a
life-cycle assessment [Hudiburg et a l, 2011]. Prior to
implementation of the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP,
intended to preserve late successional species on public
lands) in 1993, models showed the net ecosystem carbon
balance (NECB) to be a net source due to high harvest rates
[Turner et a l, 2011]. From the mid-1990s through the next
decade, reduction in harvest on public lands due to the
NWFP resulted in a large carbon sink (Figure 4). In contrast,
on private lands, which were subject to a much smaller
harvest reduction, the NECB fluctuated around zero. Direct
emissions of carbon from fire were small relative to NECB.
The net effect on carbon sequestered as NECB, plus
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accumulation of forest products in slow tumover pools, is
equivalent to ~50% of the annual emissions of fossil fuel
CO2 for Oregon [Law et a l, 2004]. Complementary obser
vations can and should be used to reduce uncertainties in
landscape-level modeling, e.g., satellite estimates of bum
severity should be used for model input [Meigs et a l, 2011;
Miller and Thode, 2007]. There is also a need to improve
model-data integration during the extreme changes in carbon
pools and fluxes in the first few years after disturbance
from fire.
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Figure 4. Net ecosystem carbon balance (NECB) on public
versus private lands, adapted from Turner et al. [2011],
Vertical line shows establishment of the Northwest Forest
Plan in 1993.

3.3. Stand-Killing Disturbance in a Cold Climate:
Fire in the Boreal Forest
[26 ]
Fire is the primary disturbance agent in most of the
North American boreal forest, and has been increasing over
the last four decades in many regions (Figure 5), driven by
regional temperature and precipitation changes [Flannigan
et a l, 2005; Skinner et a l, 2006]. Fightning-ignited fires
dominate the area bumed in boreal ecosystems, and fire
retum intervals vary by an order of magnitude or more, from
only a few decades in dry jack pine forests to perhaps mil
lennia in moist coastal areas [Balshi et a l, 2009; Pan et a l,
2011b]. Boreal forests in eastem North America are less
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Figure 5. Area bumed across boreal North America over the last 90 years, drawn from the data of
Kasischke et al [2011].
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prone to drought \Ma et a l, 2012] and thus fire [Girardin
et a l, 2009], and are intensively managed in ways that
deviate eonsiderably from the natural fire regime [Cyr et a l,
2009],
[27 ] The poorly drained nature of mueh of the boreal
landseape results in signifieant eomplexity in the fire regime.
In sueh areas, non-vaseular bryophytes form a signifieant
and produetive eomponent of the landseape earbon eyele
{Turetsky, 2003], with relatively poorly understood biogeoehemieal and sueeessional pathways. Moreover, fewer
studies have been eondueted in peatlands and forested wet
lands, and eeosystem- to global-seale models usually are not
designed to handle the unique eharaeteristies of these eeo
systems [Frolking et a l, 2009b].
3.3.1. Post-Fire Carbon Dynamics in Central Canada
[28 ] One of the most eomprehensive studies of post-fire
earbon dynamies was performed in eentral Manitoba,
Canada, in the area of the 1990s BOREAS projeet. The
region is mid-eontinental boreal forest, with eold winters,
short but hot summers, and floristieally simple forests
dominated by blaek spmee (Picea mariana) and mosses.
The study design was a seven-stand ehronosequenee ranging
in age from 1 to 154 years sinee fire. The stands were matehed by forest type and remote sensing data [Goulden et a l,
2006], and 14 additional stands served as landseape-level
replieates [Bond-Lamberty et a l, 2004]. Goulden et al
[2011] summarized the teehniques used, whieh ineluded
eddy eovarianee {Litvak et a l, 2003], biometry [Wang et a l,
2003], ehamber fluxes {Bond-Lamberty et a l, 2002], sap
flux {Ewers et a l, 2005], radioearbon analyses [Czimczik
et a l, 2006], and stand- to landseape-level modeling
{Bond-Lamberty et a l, 2007]. A great deal of emphasis was
put on quantifying Rh, both from woody debris and the soil,
and on the differential responses of well- and poorly drained
forests in the region.
[29 ] In this region, NEP reeovered within 11-12 years,
from large losses a year or two after fire to large sequestra
tion in 25-75 year-old stands. The oldest stand in the
ehronosequenee was a small C sink [Goulden et a l, 2011;
Litvak et a l, 2003], with NEP uneorrelated to free ring width
[Rocha et a l, 2006]. The three different methods used to
ealeulate NEP—eddy eovarianee, biometry and ehamber
data, and differenee in C stoeks—^provided reasonable
agreement and matehed deeadal and millennial model results
well [Goulden et a l, 2011]. NPP peaked with NEP before
deelining sharply in the oldest stand {Bond-Lamberty et a l,
2004], driven by inereased autotrophie respiration
[Goulden et a l, 2011] and free mortality {Bond-Lamberty
and Gower, 2008]. Rh exhibited a double peak [Harmon
et a l, 2011], one immediately after fire and one when
standing snags fell, but was relatively eonstant after
^ 2 0 years [Wang et a l, 2002]. A large-seale modeling
analysis {Bond-Lamberty et a l, 2007] found that fire was the
primary driver of landseape-level earbon balanee. The use of
multiple methods to measiue and eonsfrain the major C
fluxes thus worked well, yielding a wealth of data and sig
nifieant insights in these post-fire stands [Goulden et a l,
2011].
3.3.2. Fire Severity, Soil Carbon, and Ecosystem
Snccession
[30 ] Future fire may be more loeally severe as well as bum
greater areas [Girardin et a l, 2009; Xiao and Zhuang,
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2007], and how it may interaet with various forms of soil
C in high-latitude forests is poorly understood. Fire severity,
the eombination of fire intensity and diuation, drives direet
emissions from biomass burning {French et a l, 2011;
Turetsky et a l, 2011] and affeets the depth of the organie
layers proteeting permafrost [Camill et a l, 2009; Turetsky
et a l, 2002]. Field-based inventories to quantify earbon
eonsumed aeross different forest types and severity levels
are needed, ideally matehed with new remote sensing teeh
niques [Barrett et a l, 2010; Kasischke et a l, 2008]. Chan
ges in fire severity may also affeet reealeitrant ehar, whose
dynamies are not well understood [Wardle et a l, 2008] and
rarely modeled {Kane et a l, 2010]. Reviews of ehar in
boreal forests have suggested that given what we know
about this soil organie matter pool, there should be more of it
in boreal soils than is eurrently observed [Czimczik and
Masiello, 2007; Preston and Schmidt, 2006], given esti
mated ehar produetion rates, forest ages, and fire retum
intervals [Harden et a l, 2000]. Thus ehar is a signifieant
souree of uneertainty, as in some temperate forests (see
seetion 3.2.2 above).
[31 ] An emerging area of study foeuses on how fire
severity affeets the sueeessional trajeetories of boreal forests
[Goetz et a l, 2007; Johnstone et a l, 2010; Shenoy et a l,
2011]. In many eases, fire eonverts mature evergreen eonifers to young deeiduous stands, whieh have fundamentally
different energy, water, earbon and nitrogen flux pattems
[Beck et a l, 2011; Chapman et a l, 2006; Hart et a l, 2005;
O ’Halloran et a l, 2012]. This in tum drives forest produe
tivity, earbon balanee and eeosystem dynamies, partieularly
earbon balanee at loeal to regional seales [Chambers and
Chapin, 2002; Goetz et a l, 2007]. Changes in fire severity
may interaet with other disturbanee agents sueh as inseets
{Metz et a l, 2011], leading to unexpeeted ehanges in eeo
system- to landseape-level proeesses.
[32 ] In summary, boreal eeosystems are floristieally simple
but subjeeted to fire regimes of varying lengths and intensi
ties. Understanding how ehanging disturbanee regimes might
affeet the earbon eyeling and elimate feedbaek of these earbon-rieh eeosystems is eomplieated by a number of faetors in partieular the expense of working in remote sites, poorly
understood wetland and permafrost thaw dynamies, and
uneertain modeling of post-fire eeosystem respiration. The
interaetion between these effeets will ultimately determine
landseape earbon balanee as elimate and disturbanee regimes
ehange. Integrated researeh on these topies is thus required to
advanee our knowledge of disturbanee-mediated ehanges in
the boreal biome [Goetz et a l, 2011].
3.4. Insect Outbreaks in a Temperate Montane
Climate: The Western Mountains
[33 ] Inseet outbreaks are major forest disturbanees in
North Ameriea. Bark beetles have affeeted millions of heetares of forest in reeent deeades [Raffa et a l, 2008], and the
moimtain pine beetle is one of the most damaging inseet
speeies in the region [Samman and Logan, 2000]. These
beetles attaek and kill several speeies of pines, with lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) and ponderosa pine (Pinus pon
derosa) among the most eommon [Amman et a l, 1990]; in
epidemies, over 75% of the overstory frees ean be killed
[Jorgensen andMocettini, 2005; Pfeifer et a/., 2011]. Major
outbreaks affeeted 2 Mha in the early 1980s as well as in
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Figure 6. Trajectories of (a) leaf area index (LAI,
and (e) gross primary produetion (GPP,
gC
yr b from MODIS satellite products of pixels with mountain pine beetle disturbanees (begin
ning in 2000 and 2005) as well as an undisturbed pixel, (b and d) Anomalies of the disturbed pixels rel
ative to tbe undisturbed ease.
reeent years {USDA Forest Service, 2009], with a reduced
period in between, and have affeeted 13 Mba in an ongoing
outbreak in British Columbia [Kurz et a l, 2008b].
[34 ] Tree mortality results in reduced photosynthesis and
inereased heterotrophie respbation from tbe decay of rela
tively decomposable foliage onee it falls (3-5 years postattaek), and prolonged decay of bee boles and branches over
deeades after snagfall {Hicke et a l, 2012]. In all eases
increases as a result of tbe enhanced dead earbon pools
[Harmon et a l, 2011]. Surviving trees that are not abaeked,
typieally non-host bee speeies or younger and smaller bees,
respond by inereasing produetivity [Cole and Amman, 1980;
Pfeifer et a/., 2011]. As a result, net eeosystem produetivity
may be negative (a earbon souree) in tbe first years after
inseet attaek, followed by an increase to positive (C sink)
values, depending on tbe disturbanee severity {Hicke et a l,
2012]. Here we discuss past studies and ongoing work that
quantifies tbe rate at which earbon stoeks and fluxes increase
following inseet outbreaks, focusing on mountain pine bee
tle outbreaks in tbe Rocky Mountains and Pacific Northwest
of tbe U.S. and Canada.
3.4.1. Field Measurements of Post-Disturbance
Dynamics
[35 ] Biometric measiuements have been widely used to
back forest changes following inseet disturbanee. Bole vol
ume increment measiued in stands attacked by mountain
pine beetle in Yellowstone National Park, an indicator of
primary produetivity, showed stand-level produetivity
decreased 25-50% immediately following attaek, but pro
duetivity reached pre-outbreak values within 10-15 years as
a result of growth release in surviving bees [Romme et a l,
1986]. Hawkes et a l [2005] measured basal area immedi
ately following a major mountain pine beetle outbreak in
eenbal British Columbia, and then 15 years later, and
reported no signifieant change for one plot and a decrease of

nearly 50% for a second plot. In both eases, tbe lack of
expected increase was due to additional bee mortality fol
lowing tbe initial outbreak that was caused by mountain pine
and Ips beetles.
[3 6 ] Eddy eovarianee measurements have also been used
to assess recovery following inseet disturbanee. Brown et a l
[2010] estimated tbe post-outbreak earbon balanee of two
forest stands in British Columbia that differed in bee mor
tality, timing of mortality, and imderstory strueture. Tbe
stand with more reeent (but less complete) mortality was a
net soiuee of earbon to tbe atmosphere in two measurement
seasons following beetle infestation, whereas tbe second was
a earbon souree in tbe fust season and a small sink in tbe
second. In both stands, surviving bees and understory con
tributed substantially to photosynthesis and were likely
responsible for tbe reduction in earbon souree or switch to a
net earbon sink in tbe second year.
3.4.2. Remote Sensing of Bark Beetle Distnrbance
[37 ] A signifieant number of studies have investigated
detection of inseet disturbanees using remote sensing tech
niques, but most quantify eeosystem regrowtb speebally
rather than using measures of vegetation produetivity.
Declines in tbe Normalized Differenee Moisture Index
derived bom Landsat imagery following tbe year of attaek
have been documented, with values inereasing only slightly
in tbe subsequent 10 years [Goodwin et a l, 2008]. More
reeent spaee-bome sensors, in partieular tbe ModerateResolution Imaging Speeboradiometer (MODIS), have
enabled new applications in backing post-inseet disturbanee
forest dynamies. As an example, biogeoebemieal and bio
physical data were used to assess regrowtb following a
mountain pine beetle outbreak in eenbal Colorado {Pfeifer
et a l, 2011]. LAI declined following inseet disturbanee in
both disturbed locations (Figures 6a and 6b) before reaching
a minimum 3 ^ years aber disturbanee onset. Tbereaber
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Figure 7. Variability in simulated responses of earbon
stoeks and fluxes within a forest experieneing a bark beetle
outbreak. Number of years for (a) modeled aboveground ear
bon stoeks and (b) produetion of woody earbon initialized
with observed beetle-eaused mortality (“attaeked”) to reaeh
simulations without beetle-eaused tree mortality (“unattaeked”). Solid fill indieates attaeked values reaehing 70%
of unattaeked values; hatehing, reaehing 90%; gray, reaeh
ing 100% (i.e., full reeovery relative to an unattaeked stand).
LAI inereased slightly, likely eorresponding to the release of
understory vegetation and subdominant trees (mountain pine
beetle prefers larger diameter trees). Both disturbed loeations
showed reduetions in GPP, with GPP more variable than
LAI beeause vegetation produetivity was inllueneed by the
yearly elimatie variation as well as leaf area (Figures 6e
and 6d).
3.4.3. Integration of Field, Remotely Sensed,
and Modeling Data
[38 ] An example of the use of multiple lines of evidenee to
elueidate earbon dynamies is provided by Pfeifer et al.
[2011], who studied lodgepole pine stands in eentral Idaho
attaeked by mountain pine beetle. They used a eombination
of field measurements and modeling to quantify above
ground woody earbon stoeks and produetivity aeross a range
of severity and tree mortality. Modeled earbon stoeks and
aboveground woody produetion deelined, but reeovered to
pre-outbreak values in 1-25 years, although aboveground
woody produetion never reeovered to pre-outbreak levels
beeause of the deeline in NPP with stand age (present in the
eontrol simulations as well). Regrowth rates of earbon stoeks
and fluxes were also assessed with respeet to simulations
performed without beetle-eaused mortality, and were highly
variable among plots (Figure 7). Carbon stoeks reaehed
those of unattaeked simulations in 50-150 years and
aboveground woody produetion of earbon reeovered in
^3 0 -6 0 years. Although the range of responses in C stoeks
and fluxes within this outbreak likely represents the range of
responses aeross bark beetle outbreaks in North Ameriea,
additional researeh is needed to quantify these findings.
Both the level of mortality and post-outbreak size
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distribution of surviving trees were key drivers of variability
among plots.
[39 ] Other integrated modeling-field studies have studied
similar variables in inseet-infested forests. Using a growth
model initialized by field measurements, Coates and Hall
[2005] studied forest basal area growth following mountain
pine beetle attaek of lodgepole pines in British Columbia.
Bark beetles killed 18-81% of plot basal area, whieh sub
sequently reeovered to pre-outbreak levels within 2080 years. In one plot with 96% of basal area killed, basal area
did not reeover to pre-outbreak values during the 100-year
simulation.
[40 ] Outbreak impaets have also been quantified at
regional seales, for example by Kurz et al. [2008b], who
used historieal observations and modeling to estimate C
dynamies over two deeades in British Columbia. Mountain
pine beetle outbreaks were predieted to result in a net earbon
souree for most of the study period as a result of eontinued
beetle attaeks, redueed produetivity, and enhaneed deeomposition. In the year of greatest impaet, the earbon soiuee
was equivalent to 75% of Canada’s average forest fire
emissions (ef. Table 1) and the integrated earbon emissions
for the study period were 270 Tg C (990 Tg COae), equiv
alent to five years’ emissions from Canada’s transportation
seetor.
[41 ] In summary, relatively few studies have quantified
the responses of earbon stoeks and fluxes following moun
tain pine beetle outbreaks, but stand-level reeovery generally
oeeurs within several deeades, depending on the C mefrie of
interest (NPP, NEP, or earbon stoeks), metrie of eomparison
(pre-outbreak versus undisturbed), number and size of sur
viving trees, and the amount of shrub and herbaeeous
understory. At the regional seale, the reeovery of earbon
fluxes ean be delayed for deeades depending on the extent,
severity, and duration of the outbreak as well as subsequent
disturbanees [Kulakowski and Veblen, 2006; Kurz et al.,
2008b].
4. Synthesis o f Post-Disturbance
Carbon Dynam ics
4.1. Uncertainty and Variability of the ‘Odum Curve’
[42 ] The ease studies presented herein underseore several
points that eut aeross the range of disturbanee types and their
implieations with respeet to addressing the questions listed in
seetion 1.1. First, it is apparent that the mefries of the elassie
‘Odum eurve’, ineluding the size of the pulse, the time of
zero erossing, the peak uptake and its timing, and the time a
new equilibrium is reaehed, are not universal. Rather, they
vary eonsiderably for boreal, temperate eonifer, temperate
broadleaf and other forest types aeross North Ameriea based
on eeosystem and disturbanee eharaeteristies - and our
models are not always able to eapture the full range of this
variability. The range of ease studies diseussed above
demonstrates the large number of potential faetors affeeting
post-disturbanee earbon dynamies, but we ean identify a
few key areas of high uneertainty and large effeet.
[43 ] Disturbance severity, and its potentially nonlinear
effects, constitutes one key uncertainty. Severity plays a
key role in driving the post-disturbanee magnitude of earbon
sourees versus sinks, i.e., net exehange, was one of the key
questions that inspired this paper (seetion 1 above), and
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Figure 8. Conceptual figures, by disturbanee type, (a) How
net eeosystem production (NEP) ean ehange over time due
to the initial disturbanee and secondary deeadal effeets sueh
as dead wood decay and disturbanee interaetion. Solid and
dashed lines indicate high- and low-intensity disturbanee,
respectively, (b) How inereasing disturbanee intensity ean
exert nonlinear effeets (with “effeet” broadly integrating
ehanges to earbon, energy, and speeies dynamies). Lines
shown are not intended to represent relative impaet exactly,
but rather to illustrate that the effeet of “disturbanee”
depends strongly on the disturbing agent and intensity (or
frequeney) at whieh it is applied. Jumps in lines oeeur when
the entire stand is killed and when system reorganization
oeeius into a new sueeessional trajectory. The “inseets” line
here refers to defoliators; an inseet borer (e.g., bark beetle)
disturbanee might follow a line similar to that shown for
logging.
recurs in all the ease studies above. Different trajectories of
post-disturbanee earbon uptake, through multiple mechan
isms, are eoneeptualized in Figiue 8a. For example, as
severity increases aeross all disturbanee types, there is a
commensurate increase in vegetation mortality that results in
larger emissions of earbon to the atmosphere (although the
timing of this earbon pulse may differ for different distur
banee types) [e.g., Edburg et a l, 2011]. Severe disturbanee
increases heterotrophie respiration relative to produetivity
rates by enhancing dead earbon pools and leaving little live
vegetation behind to compensate through increases in pro
duetivity. Conversely, as disturbanee severity decreases and
more frees survive the disturbanee event, produetivity often
increases in these surviving frees resulting in a quicker
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post-disturbanee earbon reeovery. Fire and logging tend to
affeet stands at shorter time seales (within a growing sea
son) than inseets and disease {Fleming et a l, 2002], caus
ing more rapid free mortality and aeeelerating the response
of the earbon eyele. Moreover, high-severity fires and
elear-eutting remove a greater proportion of biomass than
inseets and disease, whieh are often host-speeifie and dis
proportionate with respeet to free size or age class. Postdisturbanee biomass assoeiated with these different types of
disturbanee not only influence the trajectories of eomponent
earbon fluxes, but also the interaetion of multiple dis
turbanees on net exehange. For example, longer-term inseet
and disease disturbanee may delay and even mute respon
ses related to fire and harvest {Fleming et a l, 2002].
[44 ] Other nonlinear effeets are possible and partieularly
poorly understood (Figure 8b). For example, in many eeo
systems low-severity wildfires produce relatively small ear
bon losses and transient effeets {Mack et a l, 2008], whereas
when fires bum deeply in organie soils or beeome standkilling canopy events, earbon loss increases and sueeession
is reset. As fire intensity increases further, the entire postdisturbanee plant community type ean be altered, shifting
landscapes to different sueeessional trajectories [Barrett et al,
2011; Johnstone et al, 2010] with signifieant earbon eon
sequenees [Turetsky et al, 2011]. While clearly an important
factor in the boreal forest, where fire severity ehanges have
oeeurred under the amphfied warming of reeent deeades
[Becket a l, 2011; Kasischke and Turetsky, 2006], large-seale
intense disturbanees are inereasing in other eeosystems as
well [Westerling et al, 2006], and in the process altering plant
community types [e.g.. Waring et al, 2011]. Inseet attacks
also exhibit nonhnear and poorly understood dynamies, as
intensity seales from routine herbivory to single defoliations
(rarely fatal) to multiple defoliations, tree death and inereased
fire risk {Fleming et al, 2002], with a range of subsequent
earbon eyele responses {Hicke et al, 2012]. Whether these
ehanges result in a positive or negative ehange to the earbon
balanee requires an understanding of loeal disturbanee his
tory, but areas affeeted by severe disturbanee tend to shift
from net sinks or near neutral exehange to net earbon sourees
in the early years following disturbanee {Kurz and Apps,
1999; Randerson et a l, 2006].
[45 ] Understanding large-scale and long-term distnr
bance dynamics is a second area with large nncertainty.
It is difficult to ascertain how mueh disturbanee regimes
have changed in the past {Houghton, 2007], and thus how to
partition the earbon sink of today’s forests between land use,
elimate, extemal forcing faetors (CO2 , N deposition, etc.),
and ongoing earbon uptake from (e.g.) redueed disturbanee
rates — ehanges that may have happened years to eenturies
ago [Gough et a l, 2007; Pan et a l, 201 lb]. This uneertainty
has eonsequenees at all seales, from eases in whieh standlevel earbon balanee cannot be reproduced without assuming
residual earbon ‘drift’ [Carvalhais et a l, 2010; Fietsch and
Hasenauer, 2006], to the difficulty of reproducing land
seape-level earbon balanee at high latitudes if a steady state
is assumed {Bond-Lamberty et a l, 2007], to eenturies-long
effeets of plagues, continental land-use ehange [Pongratz
et a l, 2009], and elimate ehange [Marlon et a l, 2008]. We
are also uneertain how mueh ehanges in eurrent disturbanee
regimes represent long-term trends (for example, cycles in
the age straeture and flammability of forests aeross large
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Table 3. Summary of Gaps in Understanding, and Appropriate Measurements, by Disturbance Type
Disturbance

Critical Gaps in Understanding

Approach or M easurements

W ildfire

Im mediate post-fire respiration
Bum severity
Successional dynamics
Fate o f w ood products
Resilience o f forest stands
Outbreak extent and severity
Im mediate post-disturbance respiration
Forecasting and spatial upscaling
Changes in disturbance regimes and long-term pattem s
Disturbance intensity and interactions

Tower and cham ber studies
Remote sensing; biometry
Long-term studies
Life-cycle analyses
Study different levels o f mortality
Remote sensing
Tower and chamber studies
Mutually constraining data sets; m odel-data integration; rem ote sensing
Historical reconstm ctions Modeling; ongoing data collection
Historical record; integrative studies

Harvest
Insects
Storms
Ail

scale); natural variability; or responses to extemal foreings,
and how these faetors will interaet. For example, elimatie
ehanges are known to inerease the intensity and severity
(i.e., ineluding duration) of natural disturbanees sueh as
hurrieanes in the Southeast U.S. and wildfire/inseet out
breaks elsewhere, whieh often interaet through positive
feedbaeks with more-suseeptible speeies assemblages,
many of whieh may be outside the range of historieal vari
ability in elimate and assoeiated disturbanee regimes (timing,
intensity, frequeney) \Kurz et a l, 2008a; Westerling et al,
2006]. Moreover, ehanges in natural disturbanee regimes
and human management of eeosystems ean interaet synergistieally and reinforee one another resulting in eeosystem
modifieation that eannot be reversed [Lindenmayer et al,
2011]. Finally, as exemplified in the Paeifie Northwest
ease study, inereased drought may in the future inhibit postdisturbanee NEP by affeeting seedling germination, vegetation
(tree and shmb) density, plant produetivity, and disturbanee
regime dynamies.
[46 ] These areas of high uneertainty give broader eontext
to the ease studies above, and further illustrate the importanee of integrating field, remotely sensed, and modeling
data in order to more fully address the questions listed in
seetion 1.1 and shown in Figure 1. For example, satellitebased disturbanee deteetion approaehes have greatly
expanded oirr ability to quantify the timing, loeation, mag
nitude and extent of large-seale eeologieal disturbanees over
broad areas (see Figiue 2), allowing quantifieation of dis
turbanee rates aeross a range of North Ameriean eeosystems.
These observations graphieally illustrate how the spatial
extent of moderate and high severity disturbanees interaet
aeross the landseape, shedding light on longer-term dynam
ies as data are systematieally aequired through time. This
latter point underseores the need for eontinued systematie
earth observation satellites and assoeiated disturbanee data
produets, but also a need for synergistie use of field mea
surements (of various sorts, ineluding eddy eovarianee, forest
inventory, stand-level biometry, ete.) with satellite observa
tions and eeosystem biogeoehemistry models.
4.2. Measurements and Specific Disturbances
[47 ] Do the neeessary—or at least most useful—
measurements ehange with the type of disturbanee, after
eonsidering the broader uneertainties outlined above? Yes,
both beeause of the differenee in proeesses involved and
knowledge gaps uniquely assoeiated with eaeh disturbanee
type. This is diseussed in the ease studies above, and sum
marized below and in Table 3.

[48 ] For fire-prone eeosystems, there is elearly a need to
improve measurements and model-data integration during
the extreme ehanges in earbon pools and fluxes in the first
few years after disturbanee. Some of the greatest uneertain
ties in these stages inelude the fraetion of biomass bumed,
the magnitude of earbon released due to heterotrophie soil
respiration [O’Neill et a l, 2006], the produetion and subse
quent degradation of ehar, and the deeomposition of legaey
earbon, in partieular woody debris [Harmon et a l, 2011;
Zeng et a l, 2009]. More ehamber- and tower-based obser
vations will help reduee modeling uneertainties [Mitchell
et a l, 2011]. We suggest that improving estimates of het
erotrophie soil respiration is partieularly important, espeeially in topographieally eomplex regions [Riveros-Iregui
et a l, 2012] and where high soil moisture variability is
linked to miero-topographie relief (e.g., boreal landseapes).
Finally, large-seale field measurements [Turetsky et a l,
2011] and inereasingly aeeurate satellite estimates of bum
severity [Barrett et a l, 2011; Miller and Thode, 2007]
should be ineorporated into modeling experiments.
[49 ] The areas of uneertainty are different for harvestrelated disturbanees. Biomass removed during harvest is
relatively easily to measure, although earbon release due to
post-harvest management treatments (e.g., ehop and bum, an
often-ignored earbon loss) must be quantified. Determining
whether forests were planted (and if so, the density of trees
per heetare) and fertilized or are a result of natural regener
ation also signifieantly affeets post-disturbanee regrowth
assumptions [Bergeron et a l, 2008]. Finally, traeking the
fate of the wood that was removed from the site is eritieal for
integrated life-eyele analyses {Hudiburg et a l, 2011] to be
eonstmeted. This is a eritieal issue, as the relatively simple
deeay dynamies of a natural forest eannot be assumed for
harvested wood.
[50 ] Traeking inseet-related disturbanee (whether eaused
by defoliators, whieh do not neeessarily kill trees, or more
aggressive bark beetles, whieh do; ef. Figure 8 eaption)
requires measurements of other eomponents — in partieular,
reduetions in tree ring widths and eanopy biomass {Hogg
et a l, 2005], estimates of herbivory as earbon is trans
formed from foliage to litter via frass [Townsend et a l,
2004], and inseet mortality and respiration. At the land
seape seale, inseet outbreaks exhibit eomplex nonlinear
dynamies, making their predietion exeeedingly diffieult.
Thus for inseet outbreaks, key questions whose answers are
unelear inelude: (a) the amount of mortality required to
eause a stand to beeome a C souree following disturbanee
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\Nave et a l, 2011], and if so for how long; (b) the spatial
extent and amount of mortality within large outbreaks;
(e) pattems of post-outbreak eeosystem proeesses sueh as
tree establishment, surviving tree growth, and snagfall that
influenee net earbon fluxes.
[51 ] Doeumenting earbon dynamies of forests assoeiated
with storm or hurrieane damage requires speeifie measiue
ments to best eharaeterize the types of ehanges that have
taken plaee, ineluding the level of damage done to individual
trees [Luley and Bond, 2006], the mortality of trees of dif
ferent age elasses, and variability in the intensity of the
disturbanee [Chambers et a l, 2007; Dolan et a l, 2011]. The
sheer quantity of hurrieane-generated dead biomass ean also
pose signifieant ehallenges for aeeurate and safe field mea
surements [Vargas and Allen, 2008].
[52 ] Finally, the problem of temporal and spatial sealing is
eritieal for all disturbanee types. Chronosequenees provide
an assumed temporal sealing, but an inereased use of
repeated measurements, or ‘veetors’ [Harmon et a l, 2000],
allows for a rigorous test of time-for-spaee assumptions.
Attempts to extend observations spatially benefit from the
use of remote sensing tied to models, partieularly those
using eoupled models [e.g., Nemani et a l, 2009], as opposed
to using models or remote sensing alone to extend plot-level
observations. Sueh eoupled approaehes are partieularly
valuable given the dynamie nature of disturbanee and asso
eiated ehanges in vegetation state. Land eover elassifieation
derived from remote sensing may be limited in these highly
dynamie disturbanee eases, e.g., ehanges to different eover
type elasses are typieally quite rapid relative to updates of
land eover maps. Moreover, a forest may be elassified as
deeiduous, for example, but that label does little to quantify
the variability of forest properties modified by disturbanee or
the proeesses these properties refleet (sueh as gross and net
produetivity).
5.

Conclusion

[53 ] We have provided an overview and synthesis of some
of the major types of disturbanee that oeeur aeross North
Ameriea, investigating assoeiated vegetation reeovery and
earbon dynamies through ease studies foeused on harvest
and storms in the southeastem U.S., harvest and fire in the
Paeifie Northwest, fire in boreal forests, and inseets in
westem North Ameriea. These ease studies provide insight
into the types of measurements that are needed to eapture
regrowtb dynamies and their earbon implieations. They also
emphasize the utility of multiple types of observations
(typieally field biometry, eddy eovarianee, ehamber mea
surements, long-term forest inventories, and satellite remote
sensing), ineorporated into biogeoebemieal models using
data assimilation and numerieal algorithms, to eonstrain and
understand C dynamies.
[54 ] It has been elear for deeades that post-disturbanee
earbon balanee ean be highly variable aeross spaee, time and
disturbanee type, and that eeophysiologieal models fail to
reproduee the full range of this variability. We suggest that
our understanding of the many pathways of post-disturbanee
earbon fluxes is partieularly limited by our understanding of
(i) disturbanee severity, whieh has many linear and nonlinear
effeets, and (ii) longer- and larger-seale disturbanee dynam
ies, and how they may interaet. Both of these uneertainties
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involve legaeies extending aeross a wide range of time seales.
Ineorporating in situ and satellite-derived observations into
models will help refine the magnitude and duration of those
legaeies. We also have attempted to identify the speeifie
measurements most useful to improving our understanding in
partieular eeosystems, noting that heterotrophie respiration,
inseet outbreak dynamies, and life-eyele analyses would
partieularly benefit from further researeh.
[55 ] Finally, we argue that imaginative, integrative analy
ses using long-term repeat observations, multiple lines of
data, multiple seales of analysis, inereased measurement
eapabilities, improved representation of disturbanee effeets
in models, shared models and online data sets, and innova
tive numerieal algorithms hold huge benefits for under
standing the earbon dynamies of disturbanee-prone forests.
Sueh analyses will improve our understanding of the rates
(frequeney, timing, intensity) of disturbanee, and potential
ehanges in those rates. This is partieularly relevant to eapturing potential state ehanges that may be underway as a
result of elimate ehange. A range of measurements is needed
to address these ehanges, doeument them with redueed
uneertainty, and thereby to assess whether they are likely to
eross eritieal thresholds [Scheffer et a l, 2009]. To say sim
ply that “more measurements are needed”— a standard
elosing of many researeh publieations — is not adequate.
Only by use of multiple teehniques and integrative seienee
ean we quantify, eonstrain uneertainties, and aeeurately
prediet the dynamies of forest earbon regrowtb following
equally dynamie disturbanee regimes.
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